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Zahid is on a phone call, unaware of his standing behind him, accidently touches the tray carrying tea cups.
Alan feels difficulty in learning as much of the training involves quizzes and computer work. Credo moment: I
would never sell a product that was used for deception of others. Review with the students the difficulties in
having individuals decide what is acceptable vs. He had been designated to handle an important client and a
large offering â€” he needed to be a client pleaser. They should also work on developing leaders within the
organization in order to keep the purpose of leadership clear. The construction is about to complete. Rehan
thinks to take catch up classes other than regular lectures for weaker students to improve their reading and
writing skills. Zia looked around to help them and tried to stop two or three cars to take them to the hospital
but not a single car stopped to help him. Be sure to consider the impact on those not specifically mentioned in
the case. Returning back unspent money from the grant 5. Now the traffic starts moving with no chance for
him to stay any more. There were always precursors. He has got  Alan thinks he has been treating differently
because of his community. Carr feels you have to leave personal principles and feelings out of business.
Within few days he received an interview call letter, he was mentally prepared and confident to face his final
test. For example, insurers could refuse to deal with him or caution customers against using him as a
contractor. Salman is a middle aged person having three school going children. The next day he was relaxed
and calm as his interview was scheduled in the second session i. The employees cannot participate in the
different bank operations until they pass the test. Case Study Punishing a poor girl on snatching Jameel is
driving a car and gets strucked in traffic. Does Carr introduce fraud into the marketplace as an acceptable part
of business? Soon you discover another seller with the same product at a lower price.


